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FOREWORD

For sometime I have felt the need of a medium through which
the significant developments in the work of the bureau, the useful
information picked up here and there, the practical methods and
helpful suggestions developed by or brought to the attention of the

several divisions and districts could be promptly and regularly
passed on to all of us.

There is a dual need for such a medium. It is needed first

as a means of maintaining a common point of view and concerted
action by the various divisions and districts of the bureau? and,

after that, as an agency through which the important clearing-house
services of the bureau, always one of our most useful functions,
may be made still more efficient and helpful.

Our organization is large , and largely decentralized. We

have preferred that kind of organization; and we believe it is the

form that is best flttec to deal with our peculiar problems. the

natural conditions, the trafflo conditions, the temper, customs,
and laws of the states with which we cooperate in the federal-ald
work are so variable, and the extent of the territory in which we

work is so great that we have always felt that the "man on the

ground" should be permitted to exercise the greatest possible de-

gree of initiative and judgment.

At the Washington headquarters the several divisions have
different functions which employ the services of specialists in

WIDELY DIFFERENT LINES. In ADDITION TO THE ENGINEERING FEATURES
of Federal-aid administration, our activities take us into the

fields of physical, economic, statistical, and bibliographical
research, law, accounting, education, and publication.

An organization so far-flung and so wide-ranging in its

functions must necessarily depend upon the initiative and special-
ized ability of those who direct and man its various branches.
But we must all keep before us at all times the common purpose in

order that our action shall be harmonious and consistent with a
GENERAL BUREAU POLICY. It WILL BE ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT FUNC-
TIONS of this News-Letter, therefore, to point the common aim in

order that we shall all shoot at the same target.

Its other purpose, the extension and improvement of the
clearing-house functions of the bureau, will be accomplished, we
hope, through the regular interchange of ideas, and methods devel-
oped by the various branches of the bureau and by the highway
departments and other agencies with which we cooperate. the trans-
mission of such ideas and methods to the state organizations can not
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FAIL TO BE BENEFICIAL AND PRODUCTIVE OF A GREATER EFFICIENCY AND

ECONOMY OF HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION, CONSTRUCTION, AND MAINTENANCE
THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY.

THOSE WHO ARE IN IMMEDIATE TOUCH WJ TH THE STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENTS,
SHALL HAVE THE WIDEST POSSlELE V 3 EW OF WHAT IS GOING ON IN HIGHWAY
CONSTRUCTION IN THE COUNTRY; AND THAT EACH SHALL CONSIDER IT HIS DUTY

TO CONVEY TO THE StATE AUTHORITIES WITH WHOM HE IS ASSOCIATED THE

GOOD IDEAS AND PRACTICAL METHODS WHICH REACH HIM THROUGH THIS AND

OTHER MEDIUMS.

should be that of co-workers rather than :nspec~ors. so far as pos-
sible our views should be expressed before - not after - action by

the State authorities, and we should endeavor to secure their accept-
ance BY THE FORCE OF REASON RATHER THAN AUTHORITY. AS MUCH AS POS-
sible it is my wish that we shall suggest; as little as posslele,
demand; and suggestion is never so likely to win acceptance as when
It has been tried and proved. We shall try to give you in the pages
of this News-Letter monthly only those suggestions which have been
fully tested and found to be practicable.

|n the field of research public roads is designed to render
such a service and does, not to our own organization only, but to
THE ENTIRE HIGHWAY FIELD. Th I S NEWS-LETTER WILL GO ONLY TO MEMBERS
OF THE ORGANIZATION, AND IT WILL DEAL ONLY WITH THE MORE PRACTICAL,
EVERYDAY PHASES OF OUR WORK. I SHOULD LIKE TO HAVE EVERY DIVISION
AND EVERY DISTRICT REPRESENTED IN ITS PAGES FREQUENTLY. It WILL BE

A DIGNIFIED, PROFESSIONAL NEWS MEDIUM FOR THE BENEFIT OF OUR OWN
ORGANIZATION ONLY. I HOPE IT WILL BE HELPFUL.

|T IS MY WISH THAT ALL MEMBERS OF THE ORGANIZATION, ESPECIALLY

OUR RELATION TO THE STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENTS, PREFERABLY
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CONCRETE PAVEMENT CONSTRUCTION

a memorandum 3y the chief of the division of

Construct Jon report !ng his observations on

concrete road construction made during a

recent trip through the new england states,
New York and New Jersey.

During a recent inspection trip through New England and New
York and New Jersey, the Chief of the Division of Construction had

an opportunity to observe a number of concrete jobs UNDER CONSTRUC-
tion and a few of the maln points observed are recorded in the hope

that they may be of use to engineers of the bureau who are handling
concrete road construction.

Practically all New Pavements Built In Two Halves.

It was observed that practically all concrete pavements in

these States are now being constructed In two sections, that is,

one half of the road is constructed at a time. i n addition to

this all of these states are using expansion joints at approxi-
mately 40-foot intervals. new jersey ]s using a filled jo] nt j the

other States are using a premolded joint. The majority are using
some expansion material in the longitudinal joint.

Mr. Miller states that he has observed considerable spall-
1ng of the longitudinal joints jn new york , which he at first

attributed to the lack of expansion material. after a more ex-
tended inspection, however, he -s of the op! n j on that the spalled
condition is due almcst entirely to careless handling of traffic
after the first strip of concrete has been completed and before the

second strip has been placed, heavy trucks and other vehicles are
apparently permitted to turn off and on the first strip of concrete
before it has reached a permanent set, thus causing the spalled
condition of the edge.

the construction of a concrete road in two sections, each
one completed ' separately, has, we believe, many advantages. the
traffic can be taken care of generally without detour i ng . it is

possible to get a much smoother and better job than when the pave-
ment is finished to its full width at one time. a hard-surfaced
road is available for the construction of the latter half of the
pavement? and sudgrade is easier to maintain on the second half
on this account. the principal advantages, however, seem to be

the smooth ridlng qualities of the pavements built in this way and
the elimination of longitudinal cracks. no longitudinal crack8
at all were observed in any of the pavements so la 1 d

.
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Finishing Methods Observed

The width of the section of pavement completed in one

operation eeing either 9 or |0 feet, !t is much easier to screed
the surface and where machines are employed for finishing, a

comparatively light finishing machine can ee used. most of the

work observed during this inspection trip was hand— fl n 1 shed.

Only one finishing machine was observed and that was a new

Lakewood machine the operation of which eliminates tamping. By

an eccentric motion a steel screed or cutting knlfe is operated
with a motion very similar to that employed in kand screed i ng

.

Generally, where finishing 3s by hand, a heavy screed is

used first and followed by a lighter screed later, one very
simple and effective screed noted consisted of an 8 by 8-inch
timber, with 3/4-lnch gas plpe handles o jh ! s screed was oper-
ated 3y two men and eeing heavy and having a wide face was very

EFFECTIVE. It WAS FOLLOWED LATER GY A LIGHTER SCREED AND A BELT.

No roller was used. This manner of finishing the surface is

SIMILAR TO A METHOD NOW RECEIVING A TRIAL BY THE HIGHWAY DEPART-
MENT of Pennsylvania.

In Massachusetts the final finish of the concrete slabs is

being accomplished by gelt i ng w:th a wooden belt rather than by

the use of canvas or leather belt o

Practically all of the States visited broom the finished
surface with a stiff stable broom. the purpose is to minimize
the objectionable glare and sllpperlness of the smooth— fl n i shed
concrete and these purposes are apparently accomplished.

An Effective All-Metal Form

a very effective all-metal form, designed for flnlshing-
machine or heavy-screed work is used to some extent in massachu-
SETTS. The form is of the frame or hollow-rail type and is

BUJLT OF NO. 10 GAGE STEEL WEB MATERIAL, AS SHOWN IN THE ATTACHED
PLAN. |T IS FURNISHED IN DIFFERENT SIZES SUITABLE FOR THE CON-
STRUCTION OF CONCRETE PAVEMENTS OF VARIOUS EDGE DIMENSIONS. ITS

BASE VARIES IN WjDTH FROM 5-f INCHES FOR A 6—1 NCH THICKNESS OF
CONCRETE TO A 6x~lNCH WiDTH FOR 9-JNCH CONCRETE. THE RAIL IS

BUILT IN 10-FOOT SECTIONS WITH TWO STAKE BOXES AND 5 AUXlLLlARY
STAKE HOLES FOR EACH SECT 1 0N , AND THE MALE JOINT IS FORMED OF
3/16-INCH PLATE METAL RIVETED TO THE WEB.
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Top for finishing machine
ajheei or 6•creed.
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SIDE VIEW SHOWING JOINT AND STAKE BOX

ALL METAL HOLLOW-RAIL SIDE FORM, USED IN THE STATE OF MASSACHUSETTS
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Joint Practice

The division of the pavement into short sections svmtt_ar

to sidewalk construction and the furnishing of expansion joints
seems to eliminate crack 1 ng and blow-ups. |n massachusetts , ln

adc it ion to bullding the divided section of highway with expanslof

joints at regular intervals, they are placing underneath the pave-

MENT A FOOT OF COARSE GRAVEL. In CONNECTICUT THEY ARE USING SUB-
RASE, This furnishes a very uniform foundation and we believe
assists materially ln preventing cracks.

It is notec In New York that wherever the transverse joints,
which are 40 feet apart, are placed in each slab exactly opposite
each other there )s very little cracking, but where the joints are

staggered almost invariably there is a crack in the slab opposite
each of these staggered joints.

|n Mew Jersey where a poured joint is used a patented form

is used for the transverse joints, known as the mcgovern poured
Joint, Another form, also patented* and known as the McGovern
steel center joint is used for longitudinal joints. thlse forms

are described in another article in this issue of the news-letter

.

In Rhode Island expansion material is not used in the longi-

tudinal JOINTS BUT THE TWO SIDES OF THE PAVEMENT ARE CONNECTED BY

dowels. These cowels are turned like an "U 1 and one leg is placed

against the form when the concrete is laid. When the other section

IS built the folded leg parallel to the form is merely straightened
out. This seems to be a simple and effective way of taking care of

the dowels when the pavement js la 1 0 in two sections separately,

a descriptive sketch of this dowel follows;
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GROOVED LONGITUDINAL JOINT FORMED BY MACHINE
IN DELAWARE CONCRETE PAVEMENTS

Compiled 3y the Division of Construction from reports
ev R, Fc Eastham, Highway Engineer.

To eliminate the decidedly irregular, unsightly and possibly
injurious longitudinal cracks which form in the wjder concrete
pavements when bu 1 lt without a center joint, and to avoid the

slightly irregular appearance and other defects of joints formed
by submerged metal plates, some of the later work in delaware has

EMPLOYED A GROOVED JOINT FORMED BY A SPEC-AL MACHINE. In ANOTHER
report in this issue of the news-letter a method of forming the

longitudinal jo j nt in pavements la i d in two operations is described,

the method employed in delaware is for the form i ng of the joint in

pavements la i d to their full width jn one operation.

The new method Is reported as highly satisfactory and de-

sirable by Mr. Eastham and by the present and former chief ENGINEERS
of the Delaware Highway Department. In view of the extensive
experience of the Delaware officials in concrete pavement construc-
tion, AND THE GENERAL EXCELLENCE OF THE PAVEMENTS THAT HAVE BEEN
built In the State, it Is believed that a description of the methods
used in forming the new type of joint will be of interest to bureau
eng i neers

.

as in the commoner submerged plate method the joint is

formed by the creation of a plane of weakness, the difference
being that the cross-sect 1 on is partly severed by a groove formed
in the surface of the pavement instead of by a submerged plate.
The GROOVE IS FORMED by a mold or WEDGE which is forced into the
SURFACE OF THE FRESH CONCRETE BY MEANS OF A MACHINE WHICH IS

LEASED TO THE CONTRACTOR OR ROAD BUILDER BY ITS MANUFACTURERS.
THE MACHINE IS CARRIED BY A PORTABLE PLATFORM WHICH TRAVELS ALONG
THE SIDE FORMS ON FLANGED WHEELS. It IS PROPELLED WITH EASE BY
ONE MAN WHO OPERATES A HAND WHEEL THE MOTION OF WHICH IS TRANS-
MITTED TO THE FLANGED WHEELS BY A CHAIN DRIVE.

Figure I shows a general view of the machine with the oper-
ator AT THE HAND WHEEL PREPARED TO ADVANCE THE MACHINE. ONE OF
the chain drives may be observed at the left of the operator in

this picture. There are two such driving chains, one at the
extreme left of the power wheel, near the forward flanged wheel,
and one on the right in the same relative position.

to form the groove in the slab a metal mold ib employed,
the mold is supplied in 10-foot lengths and used repeatedly during
THE PROGRESS OF THE JOB. In CROSS SECTION IT IS SIMPLY A HOLLOW





FIG. I
- A GENERAL V ! EW OF THE MACHINE WITH OPERATOR IN READ —

INESS TO ADVANCE IT. ONE OF THE DRIVING CHAINS MAY

SE OBSERVED AT THE LEFT OF THE OPERATOR. THE LEFT-

WAND ARROW POINTS TO THE CHISEL USED IN CUTTING THE

PRELIMINARY JO 3 NT IN THE CONCRETE. THE R t GHT-HAND

ARROW POINTS TO THE MO LD—HOLD ) NG TONGUE. AHEAD OF

THE MACHINE IS THE STRUCK-OFF AND 6CREEDED CONCRETE

SURFACE AND JN REAR OF IT MAY OE NOTED EVIDENCE OF

THE RECENTLY INSERTED MOLD AND CORE.
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Figure M
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WEDGE OF |/8~lNCH SHEET STEEL, APPROXIMATELY 3 INCHES LONG, ABOUT

l/2 Inch, jnsIde measurement, at the base and slightly less at

the point. for use wjth the mold in a manner which will oe la~ £r

described there is a core * also wedge-shaped, agout 2 inches long,

slightly larger at the base than the inside dimension of the mold,

and having the same taper. figure ii is a full-slze section of

the wedge-shaped mold with the core in place.

the method of forming the joint a3 observed on one project
was as follows: The mixed concrete after being dumped on the

su3grade was spread in the usual manner and brought to a uniform
surface with the a 1 d of two screeds of different weights, closely
following these operations the machine arrjves to fcrce the mold

into the shaped and f i n i she d , 3ut still green concrete. figure i

shows the newly shaped concrete surface with the machine about to

sink the mold.

In order to force the mold into the fresh concrete without
Injury to the shaped and screeded surface, a line of separation of

the coarse aggregate and mortar must be formed to receive the mold,

i.e., the coarse aggregate must be forced a s 3 de so as to form a

preliminary crevice to accommodate the mold. th 3 s is accomplished
by a vertical chisel, placed in front of the platform, operated in

an up and down motion, "s.'mjl.ar to the needle of a sewing machine 11

by a cam arrangement employed in connection with the hand wheel
and driving mechanism. the left hand arrow 5n figure i indicates
the position of this chisel. the upper arrow in figure i i i indi-
cates one of these preliminary joints recently cut by the plunger.

Upon completion of the screeding operations ahead of the

mold-Inserting macmhv:, and after one section of mold is in place,
the machine advances 10 feet, the length of a section of mold, and
proceeds to install another. this is performed in the following
manner: At the front and rear of the machine a plate carrying two
parallel guides !s p i voted d ' rectly above the longitudinal axis
of the road to the carrying trusses. the guides are joined at the

top by a yoke through which passes a screw shaft which can be

turned by hand. to the lower end of the screw shaft, at each end
of the machine, js attached a [0-foot section of angle iron, truss-
re i n for ce d laterally, and carrying on the up—turned leg a sheet
steel plate, described as a carry 3 ng tongue, which extends approxi-
mately 2 inches below the other leg of the angle. by turning the
guide plates at each end on the j r pivots this carrying tongue can
be turned into an inclined position to permit a section of the
wedge-shaped mol-d to 3e fitted to it. the r i ght—han d arrow in

figure i points to the tongue in this pos3tion. having fitted a

thoroughly greased section of the mold to the tongue, the shaft
and guide plates are turned back to the upright position and the
mold is forced into the crevice previously cut in the concrete





Flo. Ill - Another general view of the outfit. The upper arrow

points to a preliminary jo j nt cut by the plunger.

The lower arrow indicates the mold and core in place.

CONCRETE «
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by the chisel. the force necessary to insert the mold in the

concrete is provided ey screw shafts at the two ends which are

operated by two men as illustrated by figure iv. after the mold

has been firmly placed, two clasps which secure the mold to the

tongue are released, and the tongue is elevated and turned back

to the inclined position, figure v shows a recently inserted mold.

The 2-inch core described above !s now thoroughly greased,

inserted in the "v ,! shaped opening of the mold, and both core and

mold are firmly rammed into the concrete sug flush wj th its

screeded surface. th i s auxiliary ramming ss usually done with the

aid of light coeele-stone rammers or concrete tampers « figure ml
shows the joint with goth mold and core ] n place. the 2-inch core
has the same length as the mold that st re: n forces gut it is so

placed as to extend back approximately 6 3 nche 3 into the preceed-
ing mold in order to maintain a true alignment in the succeeding
mold and resultant longitudinal joint. the core is utilized for

this purpose and also to provide r!g'd;ty for the mold while the

surface of the pavement is receiving its final board belting and

burlap finish. another function of the core !s to wedge the mold
firmly into the concrete; and, on removal, to permit the mold to

collapse slightly and eliminate any possibility of tear ! ng the

concrete when the mold is finally removed from its temporary
position in the slab c

After the mold and core have been properly placed, the
machine is advanced |0 feet, and the operations repeated. on one

of the jobs Inspected, three men were employed on the mold setting
machine; on another one only two men were used.

On one contra^" , Delaware Federal-aid project No. 30, after
the mold and core had been set, but while they were still in place,

the pavement surface was belted with a i2-jnch board belt which
was immediately followed by a final burlap belting to give the
surface an irregular corduroy finish and reduce sll pper i ness.
After the final belting operations are completed, and the concrete
has reached a suitable initial set the core and mold are removed
and the adjacent surface hand-tooled, ready for filling the groove
with bituminous material.

the removal of the mold is accomplished by one man with the

A I D OF HOOKS OR PLIERS WORKING ON A MOVABl-E PLATFORM. FIGURE VI

ILLUSTRATES THE REMOVAL OF THE MOLD AND THE PLATFORM USED BY THE
workman. Figure VII is a typical section of the finished pavement,
SOMEWHAT DISTORTED TO BETTER ILLUSTRATE THE GROOVED JOINT. POUR-
ING OF THE JOiNT IS NOT NECESSARILY DELAYED UNTIL THE CONCRETE IS

COMPLETELY CUREDJ ON THE CONTRARY IT IS USUALLY DONE IMMEDIATELY
AFTER THE MOLD IS DRAWN AND THE EDGES OF THE GROOVE HAND-TOOLED.
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The work incidental to forming the joint does not delay the

mlxer i-n any way and causes little, 1 f any, delay ]n finishing "he

SURFACE AND CURING THE CONCRETE PAVEMENT « Of COURSE THE MAN

ACTUALLY ENGAGED IN REMOVING THE MOLD AND TOOLING THE EDGES MUST

NECESSARILY REM, IN AFTER HOURS. HE MUST REMAIN AFTER THE MlXER

HAS SHUT DOWN AND UNT 1 L THE CONCRETE HAS REACHED INITIAL SET JN

ORDER THAT THE MOLD MAY BE E AS 5 LY DRAWN AND THE GROOVE HAND-TOOLED
BEFORE FINAL SET IS REACHED. Th I^B REQUIRES PROBABLY FROM ONE HOUR

DURING WARM WEATHER TO THREE OR FOUR HOURS DURING THE EARLY SPRING
AND FALL. FIGURE VIM SHOWS COMPLETED WORK FOLLOW.! NG CLOSELY EACK

OF MIXER. |N THIS INSTANCE THE JOINT HAS NOT BEEN POURED.

AS IS APPARENT FROM THE FOREGOING, TH E GROOVED JOINT FORMED
PRODUCES A WEAKENED PLANE WHICH CONTROLS THE LjNE OF FRACTURE;
ELIMINATING THE MORE OR LESS ZiGZAG CRACK WH : CH FORMS WHEN THE

JOINT IS FORMED BY A SUBMERGED METAL PLATE.

THE HIGHWAY OFFICIALS OF DELAWARE REPORT THAT THE COST OF
THE GROOVED JOINT AVERAGES ABOUT SEVEN CENTS LESS PER L'NEAL FOOT
THAN THE METAL-STRlP JOINT. AFTER IT IS FiLLED W:TH BITUMINOUS
MATERIAL, THE JOINT PRESENTS A PERMANENT LINE OF DEMARCATION ALONG
THE CENTER OF THE PAVEMENT WHICH JS VERY SERVICEABLE FOR TRAFFIC
SEPARATION. TH i S SAVES THE EXPENSE OF MARKING SUCH A LINE IN SOME
OTHER MANNER AND ITS SUBSEQUENT UPKEEP.

THE GROOVE-FORMING MACHINE !S LEASED BY ITS PRODUCERS TO

CONTRACTORS AND HIGHWAY DEPARTMENTS. THE DELAWARE OFFICIALS QUOTE
THE FOLLOWING LEASING PRICES PER LINEAL FOOT OF PAVEMENT AS CHARGED
BY THE COMPANY!

For projects under .\h miles in lengih; $0.06 per lineal foot
" " FROM |J TO 2 MILES IN LENGTH; 0.06 11 11 "

" " " 2 to 3| » » » 0.05^ " " "

" " " 3 to 4| « « " 0.05^ " 11 »

ii ii ti 44 to 10 " 11 11 0.04 " 11 "

The COMPANY SUPPLIES field service men to instruct the
lessee in beginning projects

.

The platform or bridge used by the workman while extract-
ing THE STEEL MOLD AFTER THE CONCRETE HAS TAKEN ITS INITIAL SET IS

BUILT OF WOOD, OR FORMED OF ANGLE ! RONS OR 2-INCH I RON P 1 PE

,

CARRIED BY FLANGED WHEELS, RUNNING ON THE SIDE FORMS.





Fig. VII! - Completed wof*k following closely back of mix.
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EXPANSION JOINT CONSTRUCTION IN NEW JERSEY

Report by J. E. MJncher, Highway Engineer, through

Guy H. Miller, District Engineer.

Both premolded ano poured joints have been specified for

the recent concrete pavement work of new jersey « in either case

it is required that the surface shall be finished cont]nuously
over the joints.

For the construction of the poured joints the State has

USED RECENTLY TWO TYPES OF FORM INVENTED BY WILLJAM F.. McGOVERN
of the mcgovern poured joint company, trenton , n. j. one of the

forms is designed for transverse joint and the other for long i

-

.'udjnal joint construction.

The form for the transverse joint consists of a combination
paper board made of three un i form thicknesses of cardboard, the

outside sections being of corrugated cardboard, the inner board
being plain, and all three being held together top and bottom by

MEANS OF A HEAVY PAPER STICKER AT BOTH PLACES. On TOP OF THIS

PAPER FORM IS FITTED A L I GHT—WE 1 GHT STEEL CAP TO PROVIDE FOR AD-
JUSTMENT OF ABOUT I INCH IF NECESSARY TO BRING THE FORM FLUSH W]TH
OR SLIGHTLY UNDER THE FINISHED PAVEMENT AND ENABLE CONTINUOUS
SCREED I NG OPERATION OVER THE JOINTS. THE TRANSVERSE CARDBOARD
FORM IS HELD RIGIDLY VERTICAL ON THE SUBGRADE BY MEANS OF CLOSE-
FlTTlNG U-SHAPED STAKES (aBOUT F] VE FOR A I 0-FOOT SECTION), AND
WHEN THE FORM IS REACHED IN CONCRETING OPERATIONS, THE DELIVERY
BUCKET LOAD IS DROPPED CENTRALLY OVFP THE FORM TO FURTHER INSURE
A VERTICAL JOINT AND AVOID TjLTlNG DUE TO UNEQUAL CONCRETE PRES-
SURE. After the concrete js placed and before screedjng, the
u-shaped stakes are removed and the steel cap on the paper form
is adjusted to just clear the screed board after which a contin-
uous screed 1 ng is carried on over the transverse joints.

When the concrete has sufficiently dried out the steel cap
is removed and the edging tool is used a longs ! de the transverse
form to secure the prescribed curvature of these edges. later ]n

the same day or while the concrete is still green, the paper sticker
at the top of the form is broken and the jnner, plain cardboard is

removed, leaving the two outer sections in place to prevent
entrance of dirt into the joint until such t j me as pouring occurs.
The paper form is most easily removed shortly after concreting.
Later if the transverse joint does not extend through to the sIdes,
or down to the subgrade, the concrete can be read 3 ly cut to effect
A COMPLETE SEPARATION. It CAN BE SEEN, ALSO, WHETHER THE JOINT
IS VERTICAL THROUGHOUT AND IF NOT, MORE ATTENTION CAN BE GIVEN TO
REMEDY THIS CONDITION. AFTER CURING, JOINTS ARE POURED WITH
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g ] tum ] nous material using sand or limestone dust as a filler,

generally agout 50 per cent of the latter. t'rie process provide,

a well-sealed joint.

For forming the longitudinal joint when the two halves of

the pavement are constructed separately, a sheet-steel form is

provided in 5-foot sections made up in angle shape with one leg the
depth of the pavement and the other or top flange 2\ inches w]de,

which is supported by the strip of pavement first constructed.

to permit easy withdrawal of the form and to provide the

proper width of slot for the thickness of joint spec' f i e d , a spac-
ing sar, angle-shaped, is spot-welded every |0 inches along the

5-foot section, and this spacer is tapered from top to bottom so

as to pull out easily after the concrete has taken its i n j t i a l set.

The end spacers of each section have a slot cut Jn them so that
a hook can be used to withdraw the form.

|n finishing the second str i p of pavement one end of the

screed rests on the side form and the other end on top of the

steel top flange agove described. later in the day, when the

concrete has set up but is still green, the steel form may be

easily removed at one end gy means of a hook or common stove
poker and the whole form may then be withdrawn.

A DRAWING OF THE STEEL CENTER JOINT FORM FOLLOWS.
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REPORT OF JOINT BOARD ON INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS
SUBMITTED TO SECRETARY

Reported by E. W. James, Chief, Division of Design

Following the August meeting of the Joint Board on Inter-

state Highways, the drafting committee in charge of the prepara-
tion OF THE OFFICIAL REPORT TO THE SECRETARY OF AGR I CULTURE , AND
THE NUMBERING COMMITTEE CHARGED WITH THE ACTUAL DESIGNATION OF

NUMBERS ACCORDING TO A PREARRANGED SYSTEM APPROVED IN GENERAL OUT-
LINE by the Board, continued their work,, The further work with
which they were charged has now been completed, and the report of

the Board was submitted to the Secretary on October 30.

The system as confirmed by the State highway departments
and incorporated in the final report of the Board, includes
approximately 75,800 miles of road, or 2.65 per cent of the total
road mileage certified In accordance with the Federal Highway Act.
so far as possible the selected routes are included in the federal-
ald system, and where not included are eligible for inclusion wjth-
in the available margin remaining to the several states.

On October 26 copy for a black overlay of the selected routes
to be printed on the original federal-aid system map of november i,

1923, corrected to date, was furnished the geological survey, which
will do the press work.

The first edition of 1,000 copies of the map in 2 sheets,
scale 37 miles to the inch, will be made for general distribution
and preparation will 3e mace for a larger edition if necessary,
it is expected that in the event of the approval of the report by
the Secretary it will be ready for release at the annual meeting
of the American Association of State Highway Officials at Detroit
November 18 to 20, in which event the Joint Board will in all
probability se discharged.
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INTERSTATE TRAFFIC ON FEDERAL-AID HIGHWAYS

Reported dy J. Gordon McKay, Chief, Division of Highway
Transport and Economics

to what extent is highway traffic an interstate as con-
trasted with a local movement? that motor vehicles have vastly
widened the range of doth passenger and freight transportation,
is a fact of common knowledge, and cars displaying license
plates from far — d ] st ant states attract only passing glances.

Surveys of highway utilization recently made by the Bureau
In cooperation with the highway departments of several States
give a 3 as i s for a reasonably accurate measure of interstate
VEHICLE MOVEMENT. In THE COURSE OF THESE SURVEYS, DETAILED
INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED FROM THE DRIVERS OF ALL VEHICLES
PASSING DESIGNATED POINTS ON THE STATE HIGHWAY SYSTEMS DURING
GIVEN PERIODS OF TIME.

HOW IMPORTANT THE INTERSTATE MOVEMENT OF VEHICLES HAS BE-

COME IS REVEALED IN STATISTICS GATHERED AT Oh 1 O TRAFFIC SURVEY
STATION 202, JUST WEST OF ZANESViLLE. HERE A RANDOM SAMPLING OF
PASSENGER CARS DURING A SINGLE DAY EACH MONTH FROM DECEMBER 1924,

to September 1925, showed 19 per cent of 11 fore I gn" cars (i.e.,

THOSE VEHICLES BEARING LICENSES FROM OUTSIDE THE STATE). Of THESE,

60 PER CENT WERE FROM PENNSYLVANIA, VVeST VIRGINIA, KENTUCKY,
Indiana, Michigan, and New York, while the remaining 40 per cent

REPRESENTED OTHER STATES FROM CALIFORNIA TO MaINE, AS WELL AS THE
Dominion of Canada.

A LARGE PART OF THE HIGHWAY TRAFFIC CROSSING StATE BOUNDA-
ries, however, is only a local movement, and depends upon the re-
lation of the marketing and social center to the areas on either
side of the State line. As an extreme example, the large number
of Maryland and Virginia cars seen in the District of Columbia
may be cited. the fact is further evidenced by the large percent-
age of foreign cars found in the bureau 1 s surveys on the highways
near the State line.

Almost half of the passenger cars and more than a third
of the trucks recorded at a number of survey stations in pennsyl-
vania wjthin 16 miles of the state line were of foreign regis-
tration; and the proportion was nearly as high at a number of
Ohio stations similarly located with respect to the State eorders.
The local character of much of this traffic In Pennsylvania is

clearly shown by the fact that when the foreign vehicles recorded
are classified according to the distance they travel over the
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Pennsylvania Highways, the percentage falls off rather sharply
with increase in the mileage of pennsylvania highways traver sec

.

The real measurement, therefore, of the foreign use of

highways, is to ~'e mace at a considerable distance from state

30undar i es , where the purely local interstate movement does not

DOMINATE TRAFFIC. TAGLES I AND 2 SHOW FOR PENNSYLVANIA AND Oh J 0

,

respectively, the proportion of foreign vehicles found at

distances ranging from 40 to i 20 miles from the nearest state
line. The percentage Of foreign passenger car traffic at these

points varies from a minimum of approximately 9 °er cent to as

h i gh as 30 per cent on such a through route as the national plke

I N OH 10 k

Tagle I.- Foreign vehicle traffic at interior points :n Pennsylvania

: Average \ Average
:Mi les : Passenger : Fore 1 gn pass- ; LOADED : Fore i gn LOADED

LOCAT 1 ON : to scars per : enger CARS ; MOTOR : MOTOR TRUCKS

: State ! 24-HOUR : TRUCKS
, LINE : DAY ;NUM3ER : Per , PER 24- : Numger : Per

' CENT IHOUR DAY : CENT

6 M 1 . N. OF

SCRANTON 42 ! 2739 : 482 17.6 • 221 : 8 : 3.6
Ml LLERSTOWN • 68 773 : 98 . 12.7 45
1% M| . S. OF
SALI NA 53 904 ; 104 1 1 .5 30

J Mi . W. OF
WOMELSDORF 66 1054 . 102 9.7 73 1 1 .4

Z\ Mi . S. OF
SUNGURY 1 10 1572 : 168 : 10.7 90 1 1 . 1

4 Ml. N . OF
Ml LL1 AMSPORT 61 : 997 167 : 16.8 48 2 4.2

1 Ml. N. OF

Harr I s :urg : 47 : 2879 . 274
i

9.5 : 213 ! 1 0.5

1 mi . E. of :

E. McKeesport : 47 : 2696 297 : 1 I .0 : 163 : 3 ! 1 .8

We i ghted AVERAGE 12.4 1 .8
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Taole 2.- Foreign vehicle traffic at interior points in Ohio

•Average ; Average
:Ml les : PASSENGER jForejgn PASS- : motor : Fore j gn MOTOR

Locat 1 ON : to .'CARS PER ; ENGER CARS : TRUCKS : TRUCKS
:State : i

0—hour : Number i Per :per 10- :Numcer : Per

! LINE : DAY : CENT :hour DAY : CENT

3^ m; . W. of

Dalton t 77 : 881 : 77 : 8.7 : 1 19 i 1 : 0.8
2-|- M! . N. OF

WOOSTER t 91 : 588 5 53 : 9.0 : 72 : 1 : 1.4

\ Ml . S.W. OF 1

Mt. Vernon
! 120 5 940 : 88 : 9.4 : 68 • 2 : 2.9

1 Ml't.Et OF

CAMCR 1 DGE : 48 : 843 253 : 30.0 : 82 i 7 : 8.5

\\ Ml . N. OF

S I DIME Y : 41 : 502 : 102 : 20o3 42 t 3 : 7.1

5 Ml. N. OF
CH 1 LLl COTHE : 48 669 68 : 10.2 52 1 1 : 1.9

1 Ml. S.W. OF
ELYR 1 A !00 1574 256 s 16.3 187 8 4.3

5 Ml . E. OF
ZanesvIlle 53 : 770 : 214 27.8 64 5 7.8

7 M! . N. OF !

FJndlay ; 42 ! 1242 - 244 19.6 85 . 7 i 8.2
2m}. E . of |

SPRlNGFlELC ! 58 : 1 175 ; 223 19.0 : 69 : 2 ! 2.9
N.E. of Cle9e— J

LAND AT I

WlCKLlFFE 54 ; 2376 s 29^, 12.3 ; 287 ! 9 : 3. 1

2 Mi. E • OF J

Bellevue : 56 : 1387 : 310 : 22.3 : 142 : 1 1 : 7.7

Weighted average j 16.8 : 4.5

Truck traffic, being largely a short-haul movement, becomes
of far less importance at such distances from the state boundaries.
In Pennsylvan .' a at the traffic survey stations shown in the tables,
there were in no case more than 4 per cent of foreign trucks
recorped. In Ohio !t is surprising to discover a percentage of
BETWEEN 7 AND 8.5 AT CERTAIN POINTS.

I

in the summer months, as might be predicted, interstate
travel assumes 3 ts highest proportions. at the 12 ohio stations
listed In Table 2, curing the months of July, August and September,
the percentage of foreign passenger cars was 22.2.
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Taking the traffic at the survey stations distributed ov; r

the State as a whole, we have the proportions shown in Table 3.

Ohio appears to have a slightly hIgher proport;on of foreign pass-
enger CAR TRAFFIC AND A SLIGHTLY LOWER PERCENTAGE OF TRUCK TRAFFic,

DESPITE THE HIGH PERCENTAGE OF THE LATTER ON A FEW OF THE PRINCIPAL
ROUTES.

Table 3.- Average percentage of foreign vehicles in Pennsylvania
and Ohio

Pennsylvan3 a s Oh i o

, 94 stations; 36 STATIONS

; 24-hour day; 1 0—HOUR DAY

Total daily passenger cars 147,466 : 32,577
Total daIly foreign passenger cars 26,137 : 6,054
Total daily motor trucks \ 9,954* : 3,32|

Total daily foreign motor trucks 815* : 247

Percentage of foreign passenger cars : 17.7 : 18.6

Percentage of foreign motor trucks 8.2* • 7.4
* Loaded motor trucks only.

Similar studies resulting from a survey in Connecticut
showed 21.1 per cent of the passenger cars and |0.9 per cent of
the motor trucks to be of foreign registration. that these foreign
vehicles tend to make greater use of the highways in proportion to
their numbers is indicated 3 y the fact that the 21. | per cent of
foreign passenger cars accounted for 43.4 per cent of the passenger
car-miles on the state highways, and provided transportation to the
extent of 43.7 per cent of the passenger—mj les. similarly, the
10.9 per cent of foreign motor trucks are responsible for 32.8 per
cent of the total gross ton-miles of traffic on the state highways.

These analyses show clearly that highways are no longer
neighborhood affairs, to be discussed in town meeting and to be

maintained by local organizations. |t is some time since the 1

r

care became properly a function of the state. now motor vehicles
have given them decided interstate importance. the indiscriminate
use by the average automobile owner of the highways of several
States, suggests the logic of enlarging the political unit which
plans and builds the primary highway system, and enlarging also the
taxable area which pays for such development. federal-ajd is

national recognition of this altered situation.
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ALLOTMENT OF FEDERAL AID ON ALTERNATE - TYPE PROJECTS

The Division of Design, in cooperation w;th the Division
of Construction, is trying to work out a better method of check-

ing THE UNIT PRICES SUBMITTED ON CONTRACT EST ! MATES , IN ORDER
to make sure that the federal-ajd pro rata 3 6 based on the

acceptable low bid prices.

This is a problem which has confronted the Bureau ever

since Federal-aId work started, eut because of ;ts many perplex-

ing ANGLES, CHANGES IN POLiCY FROM T I ME TO TIME HAVE BEEN NECES-

sary, the growing practice of calling for competing prices on

several types of pavement, culverts and guard r a 5 l , makes it

desirable that a more uniform policy be formulated for allotting
Federal aid in such .cases.

Matters could be simplified if the State highway depart-
ments WOULD DETERMINE IN ADVANCE OF THE ADVERTISING JUST WHAT

MATERIALS WERE BEST SUITED FOR EACH PARTICULAR JOB, AND REQUEST
BIDS ON ONE TYPE ONLY. Th 1 S IS NOT ALWAYS POSSIBLE, HOWEVER,
and if competing materials must ee put up for bids, the only
fair policy the bureau has been able to work out is to base the

Federal aid allotment on the low bid regardless of type.

It is obvious that all competing materials are not of equal
service value, and if it were practicable it would seem proper
to set up differentials for the various classes of mater! al.

This plan was tried at one time and boon discarded because it

PROVED IMPOSSIBLE TO SET UP FA I R DIFFERENTIALS. |T WaS FOUND
that no two engineers had the same v i ews of the relative merits
of the competing materials and a differential established for

one job was not applicable to another job in the same state or

even in the same county because no two jobs have the same condi-
tions of haul, freight rates, labor, etc. the setting up of
differentials also met with strong objections from the material
i nterests

.

The policy now in force is to allow competing materials
to be put up for bidding provided all of the materials are ade-
quate for the conditions prevailing on the particular job. the
materials need not necessarily be of equal service value, but
at least they must all be adequate and satisfactory to the
Bureau. If all the materials are conceded to be adequate for

the job, then it seems logical to base the federal-aid allotment
ON THE LOWEST RESPONSIBLE BID REGARDLESS OF TYPE. Th I S IS THE
POLICY NOW BEING FOLLOWED AND IT SEEMS TO BE WORKING SUCCESSFULLY.
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TO CARRY OUT THJ8 POLICY INTELLIGENTLY !T IS ! MPORTANT THAT
INFORMATION EE SUBMITTED WITH THE CONTRACT ESTIMATES EXPLAIN 1 N'j

WHETHER THE FEDERAL-AID ALLOTMENT ! S BASEO ON THE LOW 3 1 D FOR COM-
PETING MATERIALS AND THE GENERAL LETTER TO DiSTRiC'T ENG i NEERS
dated October 13, !S25, conveyed this request to the field.

If the tabulation OF BfDS has not already been SUBMITTED, iT

must ee sent !n with the contract estimate so that act 3 on can be

taken wjthout delay. |f the award has not been made to the low

bidder, the division of design w]ll cooperate with the division of
Construction in order to reach an agreement as to the allowable
Federal aid consistent with the Bureau policy. When vouchers are

SUBMITTED THERE SHOULD BE NO DELAY DUE TO TriSS feature because IT

WJLL HAVE BEEN SETTLED BEFORE THE ESTIMATE iC APFROVED. It IS

BELIEVED THAT THIS PLAN OF ACTION WILL MATERIALLY EXPEDITE THE WORK.

PERMI SSABLE AMENDMENTS OF FOREST ROAD CONTRACTS LIMITED

Several amendments or modifications of forest road contracts
were recently submjt'ed to provide fur the contractor to do work
beyond the limits of the or i g ! nal contract, work in no sense con-
templated by the original contract and not even provided for by

CONTINGENT PROVISION IN THE ORIGINAL CONTRACT. In ONE INSTANCE,
the amount of work proposed to be given the contractor through the
medium of a supplementary agreement amounted to approximately 50
per cent of the original contract, all be)ng beyond the term f n

1

of the original contract. such a supplemental agreement is tanta-
mount to awarding a contract without competition. supplemental
contracts may ee entered into respecting the work contemplated
by the or ! g i nal contract and necessarily incidental thereto, if

in the interest of the federal government, but not for work
entirely beyond and outside the limits of the original contract
unless a public exigency is clearly shown. convenience and the

fact that the contractor can handle the additional work does
not constitute an exigency. all amendments of contracts signed
by the Secretary should be executed on behalf of the Department
by the Secretary.
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HIGHWAY RESEARCH NEWS

Reported by the Division of Tests and Research

The Bituminous Stability Experiment

During the late summer of (924 a second series of

asfhaltlc mixtures was la ! d cn the circular track at arlington
Farm. Thirty-three different mixtures were used; each occupy-
ing A SECTION OF ABOUT 25 SQUARE YARDS. "fWENT Y-E GH T SECTIONS
WERE CONSTRUCTED OF SHEET ASPHALT WITHOUT THE CUSTOMARY BINDER

COURSE AND 5 SECTIONS WERE OF L J ME STONE-"ASPHALT i O CONCRETE.
It was intended to study THE STABILITY of these several mixes
AS AFFECTED BY VARIATIONS IN! (l) SaND GRADING? (2) BITUMEN
content; (3) filler content; and (4) consistency of the

asphaltlc cement, both steam-re f 1 ned and blown. the test is

now considered complete after suejectlng the several sections
to 75,000 passages of a truck loaded to about 7 tons. the dis-
tortion of painted lines across each section on which 25

reference plugs were set, 3 nd 3 cate s that several of the mixes

have shoved and rutted very badly. others have proved extremely
resistant to the traffic imposed.

it will require considerable study to explain the behavior

of all of the sections. however, the effect of variations in the

e1tumen content upon the stability of mixtures containing the

same aggregate combination is clearly evident. the accompanying
chart indicates this effect in connection with 2 series of 5 sec-

tions each. bltume.o content js here plotted against the sum of

the forward movement of 25 plugs set in the surface across the

13-foot width of the pavement u mlxes nos . i, 2, 3 and 6 all

present excellent surfaces at the end of the test. mlxes 7 and 8

show a very slight tendency to rut but very little evidence of
shoving. Sections 4, 5, 9 and 10 are very badly rutted and dis-
torted. The qreatest forward movement was recorded in the very
rich mixture, No. 10, in which one plug was shoved ahead approx-
imately 9 FEET e

Proposed Tests of Thin Paving BrIck

The Division of Tests Is about to conduct a series of
tests for the purpose of establishing, jf possible, a measure of
the comparative value of vltrlfled paving br ] ck of various depths,
particularly those less than 3 inches thick. for this purpose )t

is proposed to utilize the concrete base of the circular track at

Arlington Farm, from which the sheet asphalt sections comprising
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THE SECOND SERIES OF STABILITY TESTS ARE NOW BEING REMOVED, AS

THE BASE FOR A SERIES OF V ! TR * F J ED PAVING BR \ CK WEARING COURSES
OF THE FOLLOW! NG DEPTHS ;, 2

S
2f=y, 3, 3^ AND 4 INCHES. THE SEC-

TIONS WILL BE CONSTRUCTED G Y EXPERT PA\/ERS AND W J LL BE LA 1 D ON A

I -'INCH SAND BED, THE JOINTS BE i NG FILLED WITH ASPHALT.

IT IS PROPOSED TO TEST THE EXPERIMENTAL PAVEMENT GY MEANS
OF A MOTOR TRUCK EQUIPPED WITH SOLID-RUBBER TjRES > WH j CH WILL BE

DRIVEN AROUND THE CIRCLE AT A GIVEN SPEED AND UNDER VARIOUS IN-

CREMENTS OF LOADING. THIS W I LL GE FOLLOWED GY A SECOND SERIES OF

TESTS, USING THE SAME TRUCK AND LOADS BUT WjTH THE WHEELS EQUIPPED
with non-skld chains. |t is hcped by means of th : s series of

tes^s to determine whether vltrifled br i ck less than 3 inches in

depth will satisfactorily withstand the abuse of actual traffic,

The test sections wj ll be laid about the middle of November and the
tests will be begun immediately t here a ft er c

Freezing and Thawing- Tests of Concrete

Attention has been attracted recently gy failures of con-
crete WHICH HAVE BEEN ATTRIBUTED TO THE INABILITY OF THE AGGRE-
GATES USED TO RESIST REPEATED FROST ACTION WITHOUT DISINTEGRATION
AND CONSEQUENT INJURY TO THE CONCRETE. CERTAIN LABORATORY TESTS
HAVE SEEN PROPOSED, NOTABLY THE SODIUM SULPHATE ACCELERATED
SOUNDNESS TESTS, WHICH ATTEMPT TO PRE-DETERM I NE THIS CHARACTERISTIC
OF THE AGGREGATE. It IS THOUGHT, HOWEVER, THAT LABORATORY TEST

data obtained by means of this test should be correlated with
actual freezing tests on the concrete in wh i ch the aggregates are

incorporated before the results can ct interpreted correctly.

For this purpose the Division of Tests now has under way a

series of freezing and thawing tests on concrete, in which various
types and grades of coarse aggregate are used* materials being
studied include trap rock, several grades of limestone, including
cherty limestone, limestone containing thin shale bands, etc,
dolomites, soft sandstones, gravels rang ) ng !n quality from hard
quartz to gravels containing relatively soft, easily disintegrated
materials, an excess of flat pieces, shale, etc. both heavy and
light-weight glast furnace slags will also be investigated. the
tests will be made on beams wh j ch are to be alternately frozen and
thawed a number of times and then tested for modulus of rupture.
For this purpose the Bureau has secured the use of one of the low-
temperature rooms in the cold storage plant at arlington, where a

TEMPERATURE OF ABOUT 20° p. CAN BE MAINTAINED. |T IS BELIEVED
THAT THE RESULTS OF THESE TESTS WILL CLEAR UP SOME DOUBTFUL POINTS

REGARDING THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE ACCELERATED SODlUM SULPHATE
SOUNDNESS TEST AND THE VALUE IN GENERAL OF CERTAIN TYPES OF
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materials as aggregate for concrete.

Sodium Silicate Curing Tests

The Bureau has recently Snvesti gated to a limited extent
the value of sodium silicate as a curing agent for concrete,
the results of a numeer of tests for modulus of rupture on con-
crete beams cured in both the convent ? onal way and by means of

sodium silicate indicated that the actual strength of the con-
crete at the e xp i rat i on of 28 days was slightly higher in the

case of the sodium—8 » l! gate—cured specimens. this data, though
Interesting, should not be considered however as evidence that
sodium silicate will make a satisfactory curing agent because we

have no information regarding the possible service behavior under
traffic of roads cured in this manner, a service test of sodium
silicate as a curing agent was recently eegun in jefferson county,
mo., in cooperation with the state highway department, the results
of which should be of interest.

VIbrolithic Concrete Tests

Tests of concrete slabs made in connection with a study of
the effect of the patented vlbrollthlc method of constructing pave-

ments have been made after 28 days of damp—earth curing. an equal
number will be broken at the age of one year

»

There has not yet been sufficient time to complete the
necessary computations but the original data obtained are indicative
OF CERTAIN INTERESTING CHARACTER! ST 1o S. In GENERAL, IT HAS BEEN
FOUND THAT THE TENS J LE STRENGTH AS INDICATED BY THE MODULUS OF
RUPTURE WAS GREATER IN THE TOP OF THE TEST SECTIONS MADE IN THE
ORDINARY MANNER THAN IN THE BOTTOM. THE VlBROLlTHlC CONCRETE SHOWED
PRACTICALLY NO DIFFERENCE IN STRENGTH BETWEEN TOP AND BOTTOM. It

SHOULD BE REMARKED IN THIS CONNECTION THAT THE VOIDS IN THE EOTTOM
OF THE NORMAL CONCRETE WERE MUCH MORE APPARENT THAN IN THE VlBRO-
LlTHlC. Those voids which occurred in the VJsrolithic sections
SEEMED TO EE LOCATED AT OR A LITTLE BELOW THE CENTER OF THE SLAB.
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CONCRETE PAVEMENT STATION MARKER

Compiled from Sketch and Description
by District Engineer J. T. Voshell

The following sketch shows a station marker, and method
for its use suggested by Mr. Voshell for permanently marking the

stations and year of improvement on concrete roads curing con-
struction. The marking frame js provided with detachable figures,
the manipulation of which may 3E readily observed from the drawing.

The marking of stations on concrete pavements appeals to

us very strongly, and we believe the 03v10us mer ] t s of the pro-
posal will win the instant approval of inspecting and maintenance
engineers especially. the distance between markings and the ]

r

position on the pavement are matters of oplnion. mr . voshell
suggests that the stamp de placed at 500-foot intervals and at

station locations divisible by five', that the outer margin of the

pavement on both sides be used for the location; and that the
stamp 3e placec in such a way that it may 3e read while walking
on the left s i de of the road.
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RELATIVE COSTS OF STEEL BRIDGE SPANS
CARRYING WOOD AND CONCRETE FLOORS

Reported oy 0* L, Grover, Bridge Engineer

Sometimes there is a question as to the relative cost of
two steel spans, one to carry a concrete floor and the other a

wood floor.

Many designs are available, the estimated costs of which
can be had for comparison. un fortunate ly , 5 n nearly all cases
THERE ARE OTHER DIFFERENCES THAN THE FlOOR. ABOUT TWO YEARS AGO
IT WAS NECESSARY TO ESTIMATE T H i S DIFFERENCE JN COST AS CLOSELY
AS POSSIBLE FOR A RATHER LARGE BRjDGE. DESIGNS WERE MADE OF THE

SEVERAL DIFFERENT SPANS OF WHICH THE BRjDGE COULD BE MADE FOR

EITHER A 7-1 NCH CONCRETE FLOOR SLAB OR A 4— INCH WOOD FLOOR AND
ESTIMATES OF COST SHOWED A PROBABLE DIFFERENCE i N COST OF FROM
$5000 TO $8000 FOR A BRjDGE 500 FEET LONG WITH AN 18-FOOT ROADWAY.
This means that the concrete-floored bridge would cost from $10
to $16 per lineal foot more than the wood-floored bridge.

During the past few months we have had another opportunity
to compare costs, this time on a steel viaduct 381 feet long with
a 20-foot roadway on concrete pedestal foundations. bids were
taken on a wood-floor design before the question came up. the
brjdge was redesigned for the same loading but using a concrete
floor and the contractor agreed to do the work at the price eld for

the wood-floor struo". -re although the est:mated quantities indi-
cated an additional cost of about $1400.
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THE AUTHORITY OF SURETY COMPANY AGENTS

as a general rule agents of surety companies are without

authority to ratify on behalf of their companies modifications of

contracts- bonding companies file w]th the treasury department lists

of agents throughout the country, and a statement as to the authority
vested in each agent. when modified agreements are received with
ratification executed on the part of a bonding company by its

agent, inquiry is made of the treasury department as to whether such

agent is authorized to bind the company and, if not, ratification
must 3e obtained from the home office of the company. th i s neces-
sarily consumes time and frequently delays the execution of sup-
plemental agreements where such action is necessary.

the lists of agents filed oy bonding companies with the

Treasury Department give not only the names of the agents but the

extent of the 1 r authority and the territory within wh i ch they may
EXERCISE SUCH AUTHORITY. In ASCERTAINING FROM THE TREASURY DEPART-
MENT WHETHER AN AGENT OF A BONDING COMPANY HAS AUTHORITY TO EXECUTE
A BOND ON A CONTRACT, THEREFORE, IT IS IMPORTANT TO KNOW WHERE THE
INSTRUMENT WaS EXECUTED. FREQUENTLY WHERE BONDING COMPANY AGENTS
UNDERTAKE TO EXECUTE RATIFICATIONS OF SUPPLEMENTAL AGREEMENTS THERE
IS NOTHING TO INDICATE AT WHAT PLACE THE INSTRUMENT WAS EXECUTED
BY THE AGENT. TH I S INFORMATION SHOULD ALWAYS APPEAR. WE WILL
THEN BE ABLE TO DETERMINE WHETHER THE AGENT WAS ACTING WITHIN THE
TERRITORY ASSIGNED TO HIM.
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SUSPENSIONS AND DECISIONS OF THE COMPTROLLER GENERAL

The General Accounting Office recently made the following
statement in connection with reimbursement accounts where the
employee was in a travel status during the entire month 5

"as the rjght of an employee to actual expense
of subsistence, or to a per diem in lieu thereof,
is determined 0 y the actual facts or circumstances,
rather than by any arbitrary designation of post of
duty, it is necessary to state the place where the

present per d i em was incurred; when employee left

place designated in voucher as his official station,
what duties, if any, were performed thereat j and the

approximate date when the duties performed at place
where per d j em ts claimed will ge completed."

the information requested above must be shown on all expense
accounts where the employee last left his official station on a date

prior to the period covered by the account.

In the case of an employee who paid cash for garage rent on a

Government automobile for one month and claimed reimbursement in his
expense account, the general accounting office stated i

"There Is no authority of law for the creation of

a claim against the government by the advance payment
of private funds to pay an obligation of the united
States. Since the above appears to be a voluntary
payment on the part of the employee out of his private
funds, of an obligation wh ] ch he is not legally re-
quired or authorized to incur, it is not a proper
charge against the government."

Under these conditions, it is advisable to have all claims
against the government, submitted on regular departmental voucher
forms by the original claimants wherever possible.
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PROJECTS NOT TO BE REOPENED FOR MAINTENANCE WORK

The importance of proper distinction getween work necessi-
tated BY LACK OF PROPER MAINTENANCE ON THE PART OF THE STATE AND
THAT DUE STRICTLY TO OTHER CAUSES IN CONNECTION WITH THE REOPENING
OF PROJECTS TO PROVIDE FOR SUCH WORK IS EMPHASIZED BY QUESTIONS
RECENTLY RAISED BY THE GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE IN REGARD TO

VOUCHERS FOR REOPENED WORK.

In the case of one PROJECT which was washed out BY FLOOD
waters, the original agreement was reopened and modified to provide
for reconstructing the drainage structures which were destroyed and
for reconstructing the road bed. the general accounting office has

requested detailed information as to whether the destruction of the
road was due to negligence or improper maintenance on the part of
the State and has suspended the voucher pending receipt of this
1 n format i on.

There have been a number of reopened projects as to which it

was difficult to determine whether the work provided by the re-

opening of the project was due to inadequate road construction,
lack of proper maintenance after construction, or was not itself
maintenance work. all such projects so far submitted have been
passed but in the future it will be necessary to g i ve more careful
consideration to proposals to reopen projects and avoid reopening
any in which the work to be done is necessitated by lack of main-
tenance on the part of the state

.
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